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PRIVATE & CONFIDENTAL 

Dear Sir, 

We are instructed by the Boards of the Steriwave and Global Groups and by the Board Members of 
Telesio Galilei Academy of Science ("the Academy"). 

It has been drawn to our attention that you are moderating online forums and blogs in which you 
have suggested, or have permitted others to suggest in their comments, that Steriwave and Global 
are not reputable companies, that the Academy is not a reputable scientific organisation, that those 
who are members of it, in particular Francesco Fucilla, are linked to various companies which have 
defrauded investors and that Francesco Fucilla’s sons Anthony and William Fucilla are also linked 
to such companies. 

We must make it plain that these are extremely serious allegations which gravely prejudice the 
reputation of the companies and their directors, the Academy and those connected with it, 
particularly Professor Waldyr Alves Rodriguez JR, Francesco Fucilla and the Board Members of 
the Academy. 

The Academy is a highly distinguished academy with Fellows who are leading world scientists. 
Francesco Fucilla is a celebrate Polymath, Philosopher, Writer, Inventor, Logician Geoscientist, 
and a recognised leading force as a senior Fellow of three Advanced Studies Institutes whose 
members are also leading international scientists. The purpose of the Academy is the enhancement 
of science and scientific discovery. The Academy does not trade in goods or shares of any sort, 
and there is no truth whatsoever in the suggestion that its activities or for that matter those with 
which Francesco Fucilla and his family are or have been connected, are or have at any time been 
fraudulent. 

We have also had drawn to our attention numerous references on forum@cassiopaea.org  to the 
financial activities of Francesco Fucilla’s children, William, Robert and Anthony. We also act for 
Robert and will be writing separately in relation to the references to him on the forum. 
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So far as Francesco, William and Anthony Fucilla are concerned, the posts suggest inter alia that 
they may have been involved with companies which have allegedly sold so-called penny shares to 
investors in circumstances where those investors were then defrauded. Francesco, William and 
Anthony Fucilla have at no time been personally involved in selling any shares in any such 
companies to the public and there is in any case no truth in the suggestion that the activities of any 
of the companies you mention were carried on fraudulently. 

Our clients suggest that the reason for these posts is that the proposed award of a medal to Mr 
Jadczyk by the Academy was revoked following his removal from the University of Toulouse Paul 
Sabatier, following investigations into Mr and Mrs Jadczyk’s activities by the authorities in France 
of which we have been made aware. 

In view of the seriousness of these allegations which are severely damaging to the reputation of the 
companies associated with Francesco Fucilla and of the Academy and those associated with it, our 
clients require you within forty-eight hours of receipt of this message to remove all such 
defamatory postings from all relevant forums and blogs and to ensure that no further such postings 
are added to any such site. If that is done, we are instructed that our clients are prepared to take no 
further action in the matter. If you decline to do so, our clients have asked us to state that they 
reserve their right to take such action as they may consider appropriate, including if necessary 
proceedings in all relevant jurisdictions, to safeguard the reputation of the Academy, its Board 
Members, those associated with it, Steriwave and Global and Francesco Fucilla and his family. 

Yours faithfully, 

’T’iJ 


